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Overview
Abstract

A supervised method relies on simple, l ightweight features in order to distinguish 
Wikipedia articles that are classes (“Shield volcano”) from other articles (“Kilauea”). 
The features are lexical or semantic in nature. Experimental results in multiple languages 
over multiple evaluation sets demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method over 
previous work. 
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1. Introduction
Basic Info

● dataset : Wikipedia articles

● dataset features : features are lexical or semantic in nature

● aim : distinguish Wikipedia articles that are classesfrom other articles 

(Shield volcano —— Kilauea)

● test/evaluation methods : using multiple languages over multiple evaluation sets 

● result: demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method over previous work



2. Detection of Class
Classes

● Definition : placeholders for sets of instances that share common properties.

● e.g. Shield volcano” is a placeholder for a set of instances such as “Kilauea” and 
“Hofsjökull”



2. Detection of Class
Problem

● 97 out of 100 Wikipedia articles may be instances.

● Wikipedia does not distinguish articles that are classes from those that are not.

● As a consequence of i ts encyclopedic nature, the very large majority of articles in 
Wikipedia correspond to concepts that are instances (“Kilauea”, “Hofsjökull”) as 
opposed to classes (“Shield volcano”). 

● large knowledge graphs also rely heavily on creating and maintaining internal concepts 
for most i f not al l  Wikipedia articles.

Goals

the selection of as many Wikipedia articles that are classes as accurately as possible, out 
of al l  Wikipedia articles. 



2. Detection of Class
Applications

● large knowledge repositories - Enriching Knowledge Repositories. 

● Expansion of Lexical Dictionaries : Wikipedia articles extracted as classes represent 
an inexpensive source of high-quality candidate concepts - the high cost of manual 
maintenance and expansion, valid open-domain concepts may be missing from expert-
created lexical resources l ike WordNet(WordNet labels the semantic relations among 
words, whereas the groupings of words have the meaning similarity.)

● Topic Decomposition - Existing methods for decomposing Wikipedia articles lack 
“additional signals to better distinguishing between ful ly composit ional and 
noncomposit ional” articles (cf. [28]). 

● Wikipedia Hierarchies - Wikipedia articles are written by teams of independent 
volunteers in the absence of formal hierarchical organizational structures



3. Envaluation Results
3.1 Results with Lexical Features

Extraction over English Articles

combining both of the other evaluation sets into a single training set, this study brings 
only a small improvement in  F1-scores, relative to using only one of other evaluation sets.



3. Envaluation Results
3.1 Results with Lexical Features

Extraction over Articles in Other Languages

● proposed method is tested on target languages other 
than English, namely French (in the upper portion of the 
table) or Spanish (in the lower portion).

● Training & test dataset: English/ French/Spanish

● Conclusion

1. a large fraction of the evaluation sets used as training 
sets is lost, when training on SD ; but when training on SW, 
l i t t le is lost

2. SD’s recall can be reduced the most precisely when 
testing on SW or SQ in a cross - language training. 

3. changes recall from 0.744 to 0.558 when training SD and 
testing on SW. In the bottom table.



3. Envaluation Results
3.2 Results with Semantic Features 

Impact of  Features from Wikidata

● element :  with semantic features l imited to only 
hypernyms(Fshp )  or only propert ies (Fspr )

● result

1. adding semantic features from Wikidata propert ies (Fspr )  
causes inconsistent changes to scores. 

2.  adding semantic features from hypernyms (Fshp ) gives 
improved F1-scores, with small  reduct ion in error rates.

● Conclusion

1. Semantic features may st i l l  be useful i f  more training data 
became avai lable.  

2.  the results given by lexical features alone is encouraging.



4. Method
4.1 Lexical Features Within Wikipedia

Clues in Wikipedia Articles

● The analysis consists simply in searching, among such occurrences, for three types of 
clues: 1) contexts surrounding the occurrences in article text, which match one of a few, 
simple contextual patterns; 2) morphological variation among different occurrences; and 
3) presence of lowercase occurrences

● Lexical Clue 1 : Pre-defif ined contextual patterns

● Lexical Clue 2 : Morphological variation

● Lexical Clue 3 : Capital ization



4. Method
4.1 Lexical Features Within Wikipedia

Features from Wikipedia Art ic les

● From the three types of clues, several counts are computed as features for each Wikipedia 
art ic le,  over the occurrences of the art ic le t i t le

● 8 clues:contextual pattern match, identity,  plural,  mixedcase, lowercase, mixedcase plural,  
lowercase plural,  plural category

● a) C1(contextual pattern match)  is the count of  case-- insensit ive occurrences that match a pre-
def i f ined contextual pattern; b) C2( identity) ,  C3(plural)  are the counts of case-insensit ive 
occurrences in ident ical vs.  plural form; c) C4(mixedcase) ,  C5( lowercase)  are the counts of 
case sensit ive occurrences in mixed case vs. lowercase; d) C6(mixedcase plural) ,  
C7( lowercase plural )  are the counts of case-sensit ive occurrences of plural forms in mixed case 
vs. lowercase; and e) C8(plural category)  is the count of  case-insensit ive parent Wikipedia 
categories [32] of  the art ic le (“Shield volcano”)  that are plural forms (“Category:Shield 
volcanoes”)  of  the art ic le t i t le



4. Method
4.2 Semantic Features Outside Wikipedia

Lexical vs.  Semantic Features

● Intuit ions presented and features col lected so far are lexical.  They apply hor izontal ly,  across al l  
Wikipedia art ic les

● semantic features do not general ize across domains or categories. Instead, they are expected to 
apply only to possibly-narrow, vert ical sl ices through the space of al l  topics

● Semantic Clue 1: Hypernyms :  c lasses and instances may easi ly share hypernyms, such as 
“Kilauea” and “Shield Volcano” sharing the hypernym “Volcano”

● Semantic Clue 2: Properties :  the presence of certain propert ies known to apply to a Wikipedia 
art ic le could be relevant,  even i f  only in a narrow domain rather than across domains. Topics are 
l ikely to be instances and not classes, i f  they are known to have propert ies such as being 
located in a part icular locat ion such as “Hawaii” ;  or to have a certain date of bir th such as 
“1936” ;  or be associated with a certain record label such as “Armada Music” .



4. Method
4.2 Semantic Features Outside Wikipedia

Semantic Features from Wikidata

● The set of properties of a Wikidata topic is the set of 
predicates of relations

● The properties and InstanceOf hypernyms of a given 
Wikidata topic are transferred to the Wikipedia article 
(“Kilauea”) marked as equivalent to the Wikidata 
topic in Wikidata.

● The set of al l  properties or InstanceOf hypernyms, 
collected for one or more Wikipedia articles, is 
converted into a set of Wikidata based binary features 
computed for each Wikipedia article



5. Experimental Setting
● Supervise Learning :  The sets of  features associated with each Wikipedia art ic le are the input to 

a l inear classif icat ion algor i thm with hinge loss as the choice of loss funct ion. Other loss 
funct ions or non-l inear algor i thms might be used.

● Data Sources :  Semantic features are extracted for each Wikipedia art ic le from this snapshot,  
based on data from a snapshot of  Wikidata from June 2018

● Evaluation Sets :  Three evaluat ion sets introduced in other paper serve as the source data for 
t raining and test ing the proposed method. The f irst  evaluat ion set,  SW , is der ived from Instance 
relat ions avai lable in WordNet.  The second and third evaluat ion sets are random samples of 
Wikipedia art ic les annotated manually.

● Training an Test Sets :  The evaluat ion sets are employed as training data or test data, in var ious 
possible combinat ions. one possible combinat ion is to employ SW as training data and SQ as 
test data

● Extraction Parameters :  to normalize the art ic le t i t le by removing port ions within parentheses 
(eg.“Circuit  (administrat ive division)” ->“Circuit”  )



6. Conclusion
● Current work investigates the role of n-grams and syntactic dependencies as low-level 

features collected from article text in Wikipedia.

● low-level features: of n-grams and syntactic dependencies - article text in Wiki

● the role of evidence are:

● within the article :  around occurrences of the art ic le t i t le (“Shield volcano”)  ,  

● within other Wikipedia articles :  disambiguated occurrences (“ [ . . ]  Paka is a shield volcano 
located in [ . . ]”)

● within other Web documents


